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Summary. The

Auditory Modeling Toolbox,

AMToolbox, is a Matlab/O tave tool-

box for developing and applying auditory per eptual models with a parti ular fo us
on binaural models. The philosophy behind the AMToolbox is the

onsistent imple-

mentation of auditory models, good do umentation, and user-friendly a

ess in order

to allow students and resear hers to work with and to advan e existing models. In
addition to providing the model implementations, published human data and model
demonstrations are provided. Further, model implementations

an be evaluated by

running so- alled experiments aimed at reprodu ing results from the

orresponding

publi ations. AMToolbox in ludes many of the models des ribed in this volume. It
is freely available from

http://amtoolbox.sour eforge.net

Cite this arti le and the AMToolbox as:

Søndergaard, P. and Majdak, P. (2013). "The Auditory Modeling Toolbox,"
in

The Te hnology of Binaural Listening,

edited by Blauert, J. (Springer,

Berlin, Heidelberg), pp. 33-56.

1.1 Introdu tion
An auditory model is a mathemati al algorithm that mimi s part of the human
auditory system. There are at least two main motivations for developing auditory
pro essing models: First, to represent the results from a variety of experiments
within one framework and to explain the fun tioning of the auditory system. In
su h

ases, the models help to generate hypotheses that

an be expli itly stated and

quantitatively tested for

omplex systems. Se ond, models

a de it in one or more

omponents ae ts the overall operation of the system. In

those

ases, some of the models

an help to evaluate how

an be useful for te hni al and

su h as the improvement of human-ma hine

lini al appli ations,

ommuni ation by employing auditory

modeling based pro essing te hniques, or the development of new pro essing strate-
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gies in hearing-assist devi es. The
available

auditory modeling toolbox,

olle tion of su h auditory models.

1

AMToolbox, is a freely

Often a new auditory model aims at improving an already existing one. Thus,
auditory modeling begins with the pro ess of

omprehending and reprodu ing pre-

viously published models. Imagine a thesis adviser who wants to integrate a new
feature

Y

into an existing model

mentation of

X,

X.

The student might spend months on the imple-

trying to reprodu e the published results for

able to integrate the feature

Y.

X,

before even being

While already the re-implementation of old models

sounds like re-inventing the wheel, sometimes, it is even not possible to validate the
new implementation of the old model be ause of la k of the original data as used in
the original publi ation. This problem is not new, it has already been des ribed in
[9℄ as follows.
An arti le about

omputational s ien e in a s ienti

the s holarship itself, it is merely
tual s holarship is the

advertising

publi ation is

not

of the s holarship. The a -

omplete software development environment and the

omplete set of instru tions whi h generated the gures
In order to address this problem, the manus ript publi ation must go with the software publi ation, allowing to reprodu e the published resear h, a strategy

alled

reprodu ible resear h [10℄. Reprodu ible resear h is be oming more and more popular - see for instan e [76℄ - and the AMToolbox is an attempt to promote the
reprodu ible resear h strategy within the hearing s ien e by pursuing the following
three virtues.



Reprodu ibility


in terms of

Valid reprodu tion of the published out ome like gures and tables from
sele ted publi ations






Trust in the published models with no need for a repetition of the veri ation



Modular model implementation and do umentation of ea h model stage with
a

lear des ription of the input and output data format

A essibility,
and

namely, free and open sour e software, available to download, use,

ontribute by anyone

Consisten y,

a hieved by all fun tions written in the same style, using the same

names for key

on epts and

onventions for

onversion of physi al units to num-

bers
In the past, other toolboxes
[71, 60, 63℄. The

on erning auditory models have been published

auditory toolbox

[71℄ was an early

fo used on auditory pro essing. It

ontains basi

olle tion of implementations

models of the human periph-

eral pro essing, but the development of that toolbox seems to have stopped. The

auditory-image-model toolbox,

AIM, [63℄

omprises a more up-to-date model of the

neural responses at the level of the auditory nerve. It seems to be still a tively developed. The

development system for auditory modeling,

DSAM, [60℄, in ludes various

auditory nerve models in luding the AIM. Written in C, it provides a great basis
for the development of
sour e
1

Mu h of the
the

omputationally e ient appli ations. Note that while the

ode of the DSAM is free, the do umentation is only

ommer ially available.

ooperation on the AMToolbox takes pla e within the framework of

AabbA group, an open group of s ientist dealing with aural assessment by

means of binaural algorithms
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In

ontrast to those toolboxes, the

auditory modeling toolbox, AMToolbox,

3

omprises

a larger body of re ent models, provides a rating system for the obje tive evaluation
of the implementations, is freely available  both
oers high pro ien y gain when it

ode and do umentation  and

omes to understanding and further developing

existing model implementations.

1.2 Stru ture and Implementation Conventions
The AMToolbox is published under the GNU general publi

2

and open sour e li ense

li ense version 3, a free

that guarantees the freedom to share and modify it for all

its users and all its future versions. The AMToolbox, in luding its sour e

3

ode, is

4

available from Sour eForge . AMToolbox works not only in Matlab , versions 2009b

5

and higher, but is in parti ular developed for O tave , version 3.6.0 and higher, in
order to avoid the need for any

ommer ial software. The development is open and

transparent by keeping the sour e les in the software repository
independent

Git 6

allowing for

ontributions and developments by many people. AMToolbox has been

tested on 64bit Windows 7, on Ma OSX 10.7 Lion, and on several distributions of
Linux. Note that for some models, a

ompiler for

C

or Fortran is required. While

O tave is usually provided with a ompiler, for Matlab the ompiler must be installed
separately. Therefore, binaries for major platforms are provided for Matlab.
AMToolbox is build on top of the

large time-frequen y-analysis toolbox,

LTFAT,

[72℄. LTFAT is a Matlab/O tave toolbox for time-frequen y analysis and multi hannel digital signal pro essing. LTFAT is free and open sour e. It provides a stable
implementation of the signal pro essing stages used in the AMToolbox. LTFAT is
intended to be used both as a

omputational tool and for tea hing and dida ti

purposes. Its features are basi

Fourier analysis and signal pro essing, stationary

and non-stationary Gabor transforms, time-frequen y bases like the modied disrete

osine transform, and lterbanks and systems with variable resolution over

time and frequen y. For all those transforms, inverse transforms are provided for a
perfe t re onstru tion.
Further, LTFAT provides general, not model-related auditory fun tions for the
AMToolbox. Several phenomena of the human auditory system show a linear frequen y dependen e at low frequen ies, and an approximately logarithmi

depen-

den e at higher frequen ies. These in lude the just-noti eable dieren e in frequen y,

mel s ale
Bark s ale

giving rise to the

[74℄ and its variants [26℄. The

giving rise to the

[82℄, and the equivalent re tangular bandwidth, ERB, of

the auditory lters giving rise to the

ERB s ale

on ept of

riti al bands

[58℄  later revised in [31℄. All these

s ales, in luding their revisions, are available in the LTFAT toolbox as frequen ymapping fun tions.
2
3
4
5
6

http://www.gnu.org/li enses/gpl.html, last viewed on 9.1.2013
http://sour eforge.net/proje ts/amtoolbox, last viewed on 9.1.2013
http://www.mathworks.de/produ ts/matlab/, last viewed on 9.1.2013
http://www.gnu.org/software/o tave/, last viewed on 9.1.2013
http://git-s m. om/, last viewed on 11.1.2013
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Fig. 1.1: Example for a demonstration provided in the AMToolbox. The three
panels show spe trograms of the DRNL lterbank and IHC envelope extra tion of the spee h signal [greasy ℄ presented at dierent levels. The gure an
be plotted by evaluating the ode demo_drnl
1.2.1 Stru ture
AMToolbox

onsists of monaural and binaural auditory models, as des ribed in

the latter se tions of this

hapter,

omplemented with additional resour es. The

additional resour es are





Data

from psy hoa ousti

experiments and a ousti

measurements, used in and

retrieved from sele ted publi ations

Experiments,

that is, appli ations of the models with the goal of simulating

experimental runs from the

Demonstrations

orresponding publi ations

of a simple kind, for getting started with a model or data

By providing both the data and the experiments, two types of veri ations

an be

applied, namely,




Veri ations where the human data serve to reprodu e gures from a given paper
showing re orded human data
Veri ation where

experiment fun tions

simulate experimental runs from a given

paper and display the requested plots. Data
human

an then be

olle ted from experiments with

ompared by visual inspe tion

Demonstrations are fun tions beginning with

demo_. The aim of the demonstrations

is to provide examples for the pro essing and output of a model in order to get
qui kly into the purpose and fun tionality of the model. Demonstrations do not
require input parameters and provide a visual representation of a model output.
Fig. 1.1 shows an example for a demonstration,

demo_drnl,

whi h plots the spe tro-

grams of the dual-resonan e nonlinear, DRNL, lterbank and inner-hair- ell, IHC,

envelope extra tion of the spee h signal [greasy ℄.

Data
The data provide a qui k a

ess to already existing data and a target for an easy

evaluation of models against a large set of existing data. The data are provided
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either by a olle tion of various measurement results in a single fun tion, for example,

absolutethreshold, where the absolute hearing thresholds as measured with various
methods are provided  see Fig. 1.2  or by refering to the
for example,
a

data_lindemann1986a.

orresponding publi ation,

The latter method provides a very intuitive

ess of the data to the user, as the do umentation for the data is provided in the

referen ed publi ation. The

orresponding fun tions begin with

data_.

Currently, the AMToolbox provides the following publi ation-spe i









data_zwi ker1961: Spe i ation of riti al bands [81℄
data_lindemann1986a: Per eived lateral position under various onditions [47℄
data_neely1988: Auditory brainstem responses (ABR) wave V laten y as fun tion of

enter frequen y [59℄

data_glasberg1990: Not hed-noise masking thresholds
data_goode1994: Stapes footplate displa ement [32℄
data_pralong1996: Amplitudes of the headphone and

[31℄
outer ear frequen y re-

sponses [64℄

data_lopezpoveda2001:

Amplitudes of the outer and middle ear frequen y re-

sponses [48℄

data_langendijk2002:

Abs. hearing threshold (dB re 20 µPa)



data.

Sound-lo alization performan e in the median plane [45℄
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Fig. 1.2: Example for data provided in the AMToolbox. The gure shows the
absolute hearing thresholds measured under various onditions and returned
by the fun tion absolutethreshold by evaluating the following ode:
types = {'iso226_2003','map','er3a','er2a','hda200'};
symbols = {'k' ,'r--' ,'g' ,'b:','y' };
f =125:125:8000; hold on; box on;
for ii=1:numel(types),
opt={symbols{ii}, 'LineWidth', 3};
semiaudplot(f ,absolutethreshold(f ,types{ii}),'opts',opt);
end;
legend(types); xlabel('Frequen y (Hz)','FontSize',16);
ylabel('Abs. hearing threshold (dB re 20 Pa)','FontSize',16);
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data_elberling2010:

ABR wave V data as fun tion of level and sweeping rate

[22℄

data_roenne2012:

Unitary response ree ting the

data_majdak2013:

Dire tional responses from a sound-lo alization experiment

involving binaural listening with listener-spe i



ontributions from dierent

ell populations within the auditory brainstem [68℄

mat hed

HRTFs and mat hed and mis-

rosstalk- an ellation lters[52℄

data_baumgartner2013:

Calibration and performan e data for the sagittal-plane

sound lo alization model [3℄

spee h intelligibility index as a fun tion of frequen y [12℄  siiweightings. Further, data for the
absolute threshold of hearing in a free eld [37℄  absolutethreshold. The absolute thresholds are further provided as the minimal audible pressures, MAPs, at the
eardrum [4℄ by using the ag 'map'. The MAPs are provided for the insert earphones

The general data provided by the AMToolbox in lude data like the

ER-3A (Etymoti ) [38℄ and ER-2A (Etymoti ) [33℄ as well as the

ir umaural head-

phone HDA-200 (Sennheiser) [40℄. Absolute thresholds for the ER-2A and HDA-200
are provided for the frequen y range up to 16 kHz [39℄.

Experiments
AMToolbox provides appli ations of the models that simulate experimental runs
from the

orresponding publi ations, and display the out ome in the form of num-

bers, gures or tables  see for instan e Fig. 1.3. A model appli ation is

experiment,

the

orresponding fun tions begin with

exp_.

alled

Currently, the following

experiments are provided.








exp_lindemann1986a:

Plots gures from [47℄ and

feren es between the

urrent implementation and the published results of the

binaural

an be used to visualize dif-

ross- orrelation model

exp_lopezpoveda2001:

Plots gures from [48℄ and

an be used to verify the

implementation of the DRNL lterbank

exp_langendijk2002:

Plots gures from [45℄ and

an be used to verify the im-

plementation of the median-plane lo alization model, see Fig. 1.3

exp_jelfs2011:

Plots gures from [42℄ and

an be used to verify the implemen-

tation of the binaural model for spee h intelligibility in noise

exp_roenne2012:

Plots gures from [68℄ and

an be used to verify the implemen-

tation of the model of auditory evoked brainstem responses to transient stimuli

exp_baumgartner2013:

Plots gures from [3℄ and

an be used to verify the im-

plementation of the model of sagittal-plane sound lo alization performan e

1.2.2 Do umentation and Coding Conventions
In order to ensure tra eability of ea h model and data, ea h implementation must
be ba ked up by a publi ation in indexed arti les, standards, or books. In the AMToolbox, the models are named after the rst author and the year of the publi ation.
This

onvention might appear unfair to the remaining

establishes a straight-forward naming

ontributing authors, yet, it

onvention. Similarly, other les ne essary for

1 The Auditory Modeling Toolbox
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Fig. 1.3: Example for an experiment in the AMToolbox. The gure is plotted
by evaluating the ode exp_langendijk2002('fig7') and aims at reprodu ing Fig. 7 of the arti le des ribing the langendijk2008 model [45℄.
a model are prexed by the name of the model, that is, rst author plus the year,
to make it

lear to whi h model they belong.

All fun tion names are lower ase. This avoids a lot of
omputer ar hite tures respe t upper/lower

onfusion be ause some

asing and others do not. Furthermore,

in Matlab/O tave do umentation, fun tion names are traditionally

onverted to

upper ase. It is also not allowed to use unders ores in variable or fun tion names
be ause they are reserved for stru tural purposes, for example, as in
or

exp_lindemann1986a.

demo_gammatone

As mu h as possible, fun tion names indi ate what they

do, rather than the algorithm they use, or the person who invented it. We do not
allow to use global variables sin e they would make the

ode harder to debug and

to parallelize. Variable names are allowed to be both lower and upper
Further details on the

7

oding

onventions used in the AMToolbox

ase.

an be found at

the website .

1.2.3 Level Conventions
Some auditory models are nonlinear and the numeri

representation of physi al

quantities like pressure must be well-dened. The auditory models in luded in the
AMToolbox have been developed with a variety of level

onventions. Thus, the

1,

varies. For of histori al

interpretation of the numeri
7

unity, that is, the of value

http://amtoolbox.sour eforge.net/notes/amtnote003.pdf,
9.1.2013

last

viewed

on

8
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reasons, per default, the unity represents the

mean-square

sound-pressure level, SPL, as the rootdbspl, however, allows to globally

value, RMS, of 100 dB. The fun tion

hange this representation in the AMToolbox. Currently, the following values for the
interpretation of the unity are used by the models in the AMToolbox.






SPL of 100 dB (default), used in the adaptation loops [13℄. In this representation,
the signals

orrespond to pressure in 0.5 Pa

SPL of 93.98 dB,

orresponding to the usual denition of the SPL in dB re

20 µPa. This representation

orresponds to the international system of units, SI,

namely, the signals are the dire t representation of the pressure in Pa
SPL of 30 dB, used in the inner-hair

ell model [56℄

SPL of 0 dB, used in the DRNL lterbank [48℄ and in the model for binaural
signal dete tion [6℄

Note that when using linear models like the linear all-pole Gammatone lterbank,
the level

onvention

an be ignored.

1.3 Status of the Models
Ther des ription of a model implementation in the AMToolbox

ontext

an only

be a snapshot of the development sin e the implementations in the toolbox are
ontinuously developed, evaluated, and improved. In order to provide an overview
of the development stage, a rating system is used in the AMToolbox. The rating

8

status for the AMToolbox version 1.0 is provided in Table 1.1 .
First, we rate the implementation of the model by

onsidering its sour e

ode

and do umentation.

Submitted

The model has been submitted to the AMToolbox, there is,

however, no working
are

ode/do umentation in the AMToolbox, or there

ompilation errors, or some libraries are missing. The model neither

appears on the website nor is available for download

OK

The

ode ts the AMToolbox

onventions just enough for being

available for download. The model and its do umentation appear on the
website, but major work is still required

Good

The

ode/do umentation follows our

onventions, but there are

open issues

Perfe t

The

ode/do umentation is fully up to our

onventions, no open

issues
Se ond, the implementation versus the
periments. In the best

orresponding publi ation is veried in ex-

ase, the experiments produ e the same results as in the

publi ation  up to some minor layout issues in the graphi al representations. Veri ations are rated at the following levels.

Unknown

The AMToolbox

an not run experiments for this model and

an not produ e results for the veri ation. This might be the
the veri ation
8

The

ase when

ode has not been provided yet

urrent up-to-date status of the AMToolbox

an be found under

amtoolbox.sour eforge.net/notes/amtnote006.pdf,

http://

last viewed on 14.2.2013
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Untrusted

The veri ation

ode is available but the experiments do

not reprodu e the relevant parts of the publi ation (yet). The
implementation

Qualied

9

urrent

an not be trusted as a basis for further developments

The experiments produ e similar results as in the publi ation

in terms of showing trends and explaining the ee ts, but not ne essarily mat hing the numeri al results. Explanation for the dieren es

an

be provided, for example, not all original data available, or publi ation
ae ted by a known and do umented bug

Veried

The experiments produ e the same results as in the publi-

ation. Minor dieren es are allowed if randomness is involved in the
model, for instan e, noise as input signal, probabilisti

modeling ap-

proa hes, and a plausible explanation is provided

Table 1.1: Model status. Ch: hapter number with the model. The hyphen
indi ates a general model with no parti ular assignment to a spe i hapter.
D: Rating for the model do umentation. C: Rating for the model sour e ode.
V: Rating for the model veri ation with experiments.
Model
Name

Rating
Fun tion

Ch

Peripheral models

Continuous-azimuth HRTFs
Dire tional time-of-arrival
Gammatone lterbank
Invertible Gammatone lterbank
Dual-resonan e nonlin. lterbank
Co hlear transmission-line model
Auditory-nerve lterbank
Inner hair

ell

Adaptation loops
Modulation lterbank
Auditory brainstem responses
Signal dete tion models

Monaural masking
Binaural signal dete tion
Spatial models

Lateralization,

ross- orrelation

Con urrent-speakers lateral dir.
Lateralization, supervised training
Binaural a tivity map
Median-plane lo alization
Sagittal-plane lo alization
Distan e per eption
Spee h per eption models

Spee h intelligibility in noise
Spatial unmasking for spee h

enzner2008
ziegelwanger2013
gammatone
hohmann2002
drnl
verhulst2012
zilany2007humanized
ih envelope
adaptloop
modfilterbank
roenne2012
dau1997prepro
breebaart2001prepro
lindemann1986
dietz2011
may2013
takanen2013
langendijk2002
baumgartner2013
georganti2013
joergensen2011
jelfs2011

3
13
5
12
6, 10
15
13
4
4
7
16

D

C

V
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1.3.1 Peripheral Models
This se tion des ribes models of auditory pro esses involved in the periphery of the
human auditory system like outer ear, middle ear, inner ear, and the auditory nerve.

Continuous-azimuth head-related transfer fun tions  enzner2008
Head-related transfer fun tions, HRTFs, des ribe the dire tional ltering of the inoming sound due to torso, head, and pinna. HRTFs are usually measured for disrete dire tions in a system-identi ation pro edure aiming at fast a quisition and
high spatial resolution of the HRTFs 
spatial-resolution HRTFs

ompare [51℄. The requirement of high-

an also be addressed with a

ontinuous-azimuth

model

of HRTFs [23, 24℄. Based on this model, white noise is used as an ex itation signal
and normalized least-mean-square adaptive lters are employed to extra t HRTFs
from binaural re ordings that are obtained during a
of the listener. Re ently, periodi

ontinuous horizontal rotation

perfe t sweeps have been used as the ex itation

signal in order to in rease the robustness against nonlinear distortions at the pri e
of a potential time aliasing [2℄.
Within the AMToolbox, the ex itation signal for the playba k is generated and
the binaurally re orded signal is pro essed. The ex itation signal

an be generated

either by the means of Matlab/O tave internal fun tions [23℄ or with the fun tion

perfe tsweep

[2℄. For both ex itation signals, the pro essing of the binaural

re ordings [23℄ is implemented in

enzner2008

that outputs HRTFs with arbitrary

azimuthal resolution.

Dire tional time-of-arrival  ziegelwanger2013
The broadband delay between the in oming sound and the ear- anal entran e depends on the dire tion of the sound sour e. The delay, also
TOA,

an be estimated from an HRTF. A

on a geometri

alled time-of-arrival,

ontinuous-dire tion

TOA model, based

representation of the HRTF measurement setup has been proposed

[78℄. In the fun tion

ziegelwanger2013, TOAs, estimated from HRTFs separately for

ea h dire tion, are used to t the model parameters. Two model options are available,
the on-axis model where the listener is assumed to be pla ed in the enter of the measurement, and the o-axis model where a translation of the listener is
orresponding fun tions,

ziegelwanger2013onaxis

and

output the monaural dire tional delay of the in oming sound as a
tion of the sound dire tion. It

onsidered. The

ziegelwanger2013offaxis,

ontinuous fun -

an be used to further analyze broadband-timing

aspe ts of HRTFs, su h as broadband interaural-time differen es, ITDs, in the proess of sound lo alization.

Gammatone lterbank  gammatone
A lassi al model of the human basilar membrane, BM, pro essing is the Gammatone
lterbank, of whi h there exist many variations [50℄. In the AMToolbox, the original
IIR approximation [62℄ and the all-pole approximation [49℄ have been implemented
for both real- and
omplete lterbank

omplex-valued lters in the fun tion

gammatone.

overing the audible frequen y range, the

the gammatone lters are typi ally

To build a

enter frequen ies of

hosen to be equidistantly spa ed on an auditory

frequen y s ale like the ERB s ale [31℄, provided in the LTFAT.

1 The Auditory Modeling Toolbox
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Invertible Gammatone lterbank  hohmann2002
The

lassi

version of the Gammatone lterbank does not provide for a method to

re onstru t a signal from the output of the lters. A solution to this problem has
been proposed [35℄ where the original signal

an be re onstru ted using a sampled

all-pass lter and a delay line. The re onstru tion is not perfe t, but stays within
1 dB of error in magnitude between 1 and 7 kHz and, a

ording to [35℄, the errors are
th
-order omplex-

barely audible. The lterbank has a total delay of 4 ms and uses 4

valued all-pole Gammatone lters [49℄  equidistantly s aled on the ERB s ale.

Dual-resonan e nonlinear lterbank  drnl
The DRNL lterbank introdu es the modeling of the nonlinearities in peripheral
pro essing [57, 48℄. The most striking feature is a
and,

ompressive input-output fun tion,

onsequently, level-dependent tuning. The DRNL fun tion

drnl

supports the

parameter set for a human version of the nonlinear lterbank [48℄.

Auditory-nerve lterbank  zilany2007humanized
The auditory-nerve, AN, model implements the auditory periphery to predi t the
temporal response of AN bers [79℄. The implementation provides a humanized
parameter set, whi h

an be used to model the responses in human AN bers [68℄.

In the AMToolbox, the fun tion is

alled

zilany2007humanized

and outputs the

temporal ex itation of 500 AN bers equally spa ed on the BM.

Co hlear transmission-line model  verhulst2012
The model

omputes the BM velo ity at a spe ied

modeling the human

hara teristi

frequen y by

o hlea as a nonlinear transmission-line and solving the

orre-

sponding ordinary dierential equations in the time-domain. The model provides the
user dire t

ontrol over the poles of the BM admittan e, and thus over the tuning

and gain properties of the model along the

o hlear partition. The passive stru ture

of the model was designed [80℄ and a fun tional, rather than a mi ro-me hani al,
approa h for the nonlinearity design was followed with the purpose of realisti ally
representing level-dependent BM impulse response behavior [67, 70℄. The model
simulates both forward and reverse traveling waves, whi h
otoa ousti

an be measured as the

emissions, OAEs.

In the AMToolbox, the model is provided by the fun tion
model

an be used to investigate time-dependent properties of

verhulst2012.

The

o hlear me hani s

and the generator me hanisms of OAEs. Furthermore, the model is a suitable prepro essor for human auditory per eption models where realisti

o hlear ex itation

patterns are required.

Inner hair ells  ih envelope
The fun tionality of the IHC is typi ally des ribed as an envelope extra tor. While
the envelope extra tion is usually modelled by a half-wave re ti ation followed
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by a low-pass ltering, many variations to this s heme exist. For example, binaural
models typi ally use a lower

uto frequen y for the low-pass ltering than monaural

models.
In the AMToolbox, the IHC models are provided by the fun tion
and sele ted by the

ih envelope

orresponding ag. Models based on the low-pass lter with the

'ih _bernstein',
'ih _breebaart', 800 Hz [47℄  ag 'ih _lindemann', and 1000 Hz
[15℄  ag 'ih _dau'. Further, the lassi al envelope extra tion by the Hilbert transform is provided [28℄  'hilbert'. Finally, a probabilisti approa h for the synapti
me hanisms of the human inner hair ells [56℄ is provided  'ih _meddis'.

following

uto frequen y are provided, namely, 425 Hz [5℄  ag

770 Hz [6℄  ag

Adaption loops  adaptloop
Adaptation loops is a simple method to model the temporal nonlinear properties
of the human auditory periphery by using a
in series. Ea h loop has a dierent time
the adaptation loops in the fun tion
onstants [66℄  ag

'adt_pus hel'.

hain of typi ally ve feedba k loops

onstant. The AMToolbox implements

adaptloop

with the original, linearly spa ed

In [6℄, the original denition was modied

to in lude a minimum level to avoid the transition from
overshoot limitation,
hanges from

'adt_breebaart',

omplete silen e and an

be ause it behaved errati ally if the input

omplete silen e [13℄. Also, the

onstants from [15℄,

'adt_dau',

are

provided, whi h better approximate the forward masking data.

Modulation lterbank  modfilterbank
The modulation lterbank is a pro essing stage that a

ounts for amplitude mod-

ulation, AM, dete tion and AM masking in humans [27, 13℄. In the AMToolbox,
the modulation lterbank is provided in the fun tion

modfilterbank.

The input to

the modulation lterbank is low-pass ltered using a rst-order Butterworth lter
with a

uto frequen y at 150 Hz. This lter simulates a de reasing sensitivity to

sinusoidal modulation as a fun tion of modulation frequen y. By default, the modulation lters have

enter frequen ies of

0, 5, 10, 16.6, 27.77 . . . Hz,

enter frequen y is 5/3 times the previous one. For modulation

where ea h next

enter frequen ies

below and in luding 10 Hz, the real values of the lters are returned and, for higher
modulation frequen ies, the absolute value, that is, the envelope, is returned.

Auditory brainstem responses  roenne2012
A quantitative model des ribing the formation of human auditory brainstem responses, ABRs, to tone pulses,
level is provided in the fun tion

li ks, and rising

roenne2012.

hirps as a fun tion of stimulation

The model

omputes the

onvolution

of the instantaneous dis harge rates using the humanized nonlinear AN model [79℄
with an empiri ally derived unitary response fun tion that is assumed to ree t
tributions from dierent

on-

ell populations within the auditory brainstem, re orded

at a given pair of ele trodes on the s alp. The key stages in the model are (i) the
nonlinear pro essing in the

o hlea, in luding key properties su h as

ompressive

BM ltering, IHC transdu tion and IHC-AN synapse adaptation, and (ii) the linear
transformation between the neural representation at the output of the AN and the
re orded potential at the s alp.
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1.4 Signal-dete tion Models
Signal dete tion models predi t the ability to dete t a signal or a signal

hange

by human listeners. These models usually rely on a peripheral model and use a
framework to simulate the de isions made by listeners. Note that fun tions with
the prex

prepro

are modeling the prepro essing part of the model only, while

ex luding the de ision framework.

Prepro essing for modeling simultaneous and nonsimultaneous
masking  dau1997prepro
A model of human auditory masking of a target stimulus by a noise stimulus has been
proposed [15℄. The model in ludes stages of linear BM ltering, IHC-transdu tion,
adaptation loops, a modulation low-pass lter, and an optimal dete tor as the deision devi e. The model was shown to quantitatively a

ount for a variety of psy-

hoa ousti al data asso iated with simultaneous and non-simultaneous masking [16℄.
In subsequent studies [13, 14℄, the

o hlear pro essing was repla ed by the GM

lterbank and the modulation low-pass lter was repla ed by a modulation lterbank, whi h enabled the model to a
prepro essing part of this model

ount for AM dete tion and AM masking. The

onsisting of the GM lterbank, the IHC stage,

the adaptation loops, and the modulation lterbank is provided by the fun tion

dau1997prepro

.

Prepro essing for modeling binaural signal dete tion based on
ontralateral inhibition  breebaart2001prepro
A model of human auditory per eption in terms of the binaural signal dete tion
has been proposed [6, 7, 8℄. The model is essentially an extension of the monaural
model [13, 14℄, from whi h it uses the peripheral stages, that is, linear BM ltering,
IHC-transdu tion, and adaptation loops, and the optimal dete tor de ision devi e.
The peripheral internal representations for both ears are then fed to an equalizationan ellation binaural pro essor

onsisting of ex itation-inhibition, EI, elements, re-

sulting in a binaural internal representations that is nally fed into the de ision
devi e. Implemented in the fun tion

breebaart2001prepro

of the model outputs the EI-matrix, whi h

, the prepro essing part

an be used to predi t a large range

of binaural dete tion tasks [8℄ or to evaluate sound lo alization performan e for
stereophoni

systems [61℄.

1.5 Spatial Models
Spatial models onsider the spatial position of a sound event in the modeling pro ess.
The model output
level. The output

an be the internal representation of the spatial event on a neural
an also be a per eived quality of the event like the sound position,

apparent sour e width, or the spatial distan e, also in

ases of multiple sour es.
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Fig. 1.4: Example for a model output in the AMToolbox. The gure shows
the modeled binaural a tivity of the 500-Hz frequen y hannel in response to
a 500-Hz sinusoid with a 2-Hz binaural modulation and a sampling frequen y
of 44.1 kHz as modeled by the ross- orrelation model [47℄. The gure an be
plotted by evaluating the ode below.

[ ,t℄ = lindemann1986(bmsin(500,2,44100),44100,'T_int',6);
plotlindemann( ,t,'f ',500);

Modeling sound lateralization with ross- orrelation
 lindemann1986
A binaural model for predi ting the lateralization of a sound has been proposed
[47℄. This model extends the delay line prin iple [41℄ by

ontralateral inhibition and

monaural pro essors. It relies on a running interaural

ross- orrelation pro ess to

al ulate the dynami
ILDs. The peak of the

ITD whi h are

ombined with the interaural level dieren es,

ross- orrelation is sharpened by

ontralateral inhibition and

shifted by the ILD.
In the AMToolbox, the model is implemented in the fun tion
onsists of linear BM ltering, IHC-transdu tion,

tion step. The output of the model is the interaural
a teristi

frequen y, see Fig. 1.4. The model

lindemann1986

and

ross- orrelation, and the inhibiross- orrelation in ea h

an handle stimuli with a

of ITD and ILD and predi t split images for unnatural

har-

ombination

ombinations of the two. An

example is given in Fig. 1.4.

Modeling lateral-deviation estimation of on urrent speakers
 dietz2011
Most binaural models are based on the
iden e neurons along

ounterdire ted

on ept of pla e

delay lines

oding, namely, on

oin-

[41℄. However, re ent physiologi

eviden e from mammals, for example, [55℄, supports the

on ept of rate

oding [77℄
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and argues against axonal delay lines. In [19℄, this idea is extended and the derivation of the interaural phase dieren es, IPDs, from both the temporal ne stru ture
and the temporal envelope without employing me hanisms of delay
is proposed. This

on ept was further developed as a hemispheri

model in order to a

ount for psy hoa ousti

ompensation

rate

omparison

data [17℄ and for auditory model based

multi-talker lateralization [18℄. The latter is the basis for further appli ations, su h
as multi-talker tra king and automati

spee h re ognition in multi-talker

[73℄. The model, available in the AMToolbox in the fun tion

dietz2011,

onditions

is fun tion-

ally equivalent to both [18℄ and [73℄.

Modeling sound-sour e lateralization by supervised learning
 may2013
A probabilisti

model for sound-sour e lateralization based on the supervised learn-

ing of azimuth-dependent binaural

may2013

mented in the fun tion

ues in individual frequen y

hannels is imple-

[54℄. The model jointly analyzes both ITDs and

ILDs by approximating the two-dimensional feature distribution with a Gaussianmixture model, GMM,

lassier. In order to improve the robustness of the model, a

multi- onditional training stage is employed to a
and ILDs resulting from

omplex a ousti

ount for the un ertainty in ITDs

s enarios. The model is able to robustly

estimate the position of multiple sound sour es in the presen e of reverberation [54℄.
The model

an be used as a pre-pro essor for appli ations in

s ene analysis su h as missing data

omputational auditory

lassi ation.

Modeling binaural a tivity  takanen2013
The de oding of the lateral dire tion of a sound event by the auditory system is
modeled [75℄ and implemented in

takanen2013.

peripheral model, is fed into fun tional

A binaural signal, pro essed by a

ount- omparison-based models of the medial

and lateral superior olive [65℄ whi h de ode the dire tional information from the
binaural signal. In ea h frequen y
further pro essed to

hannel, both model outputs are

ombined and

reate the binaural a tivity map representing neural a tivity as

a temporal fun tion of lateral arrangement of the auditory s ene.

Modeling median-plane lo alization  langendijk2002
Sound lo alization in the median planes relies on the analysis of the in oming monaural sound spe trum. The monaural dire tional spe tral features arise due to the ltering of the in oming sound by the HRTFs. A model for the probability of listener's
dire tional response to a sound in the median plane has been proposed [45℄. The
model uses a peripherally-pro essed set of HRTFs to mimi
the lo alization

the representation of

ues in the auditory system. The de ision pro ess is simulated by

minimizing the spe tral distan e between the peripherally-pro essed in oming sound
spe trum and HRTFs from the set. Further, a probabilisti

mapping is in orporated

into the de ision pro ess.
In the AMToolbox, the model is provided by the fun tion
model

langendijk2002.

The

onsiders the monaural spe tral information only and outputs the predi tion

for the probability of responding at a verti al dire tion for stationary wideband
sounds within the median-sagittal plane.
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Modeling sagittal-plane-lo alization  baumgartner2013
The median-plane lo alization model [45℄ has been further improved with the fo us
to provide a good predi tion of the lo alization
ers in sagittal planes [3℄. The model
the in oming sound and

performan e

for individual listen-

onsiders adaption to the a tual bandwidth of

alibration to the listener-spe i

sensitivity. It

onsiders a

binaural signal and implements binaural weighting [34℄. Thus, it allows for predi ting target position in arbitrary sagittal planes, namely, parallel shifts of the median
plane. The model further in ludes a stage to retrieve psy hophysi al performan e
parameters su h as quadrant error rate, lo al polar RMS error, or polar bias from the
probabilisti

predi tions, allowing to dire tly predi t the lo alization performan e for

human listeners. For stationary, spe trally unmodulated sounds, this model in orporates the linear Gammatone lterbank [62℄, and has been evaluated under various
onditions [3℄. Optionally, the model

an be extended by in orporating a variety of

more physiology-related pro essing stages, for example, the DRNL lterbank [48℄ 
ag

'drnl'

or the humanized AN model [79, 68℄ in order to model, for example, the

level dependen e of lo alization performan e [53℄  ag

'zilany2007humanized'.
baumgartner2013,

In the AMToolbox, the model is provided by the fun tion

whi h is the same implementation as that used in [3℄. Further, a pool of listenerspe i

alibrations is provided,

data_baumgartner2013, whi

the impa t of arbitrary HRTF-based

h

an be used to assess

ues on the lo alization performan e.

Modeling distan e per eption  georganti2013
A method for distan e estimation in rooms based on binaural signals has been proposed [29, 30℄. The method requires neither

a priori

knowledge of the room impulse

response, nor the reverberation time, nor any other a ousti al parameter. However,
it requires training within the rooms under examination and relies on a set of features extra ted from the reverberant binaural signals. The features are in orporated
into a

lassi ation framework based on GMM

lassier. For this method, a distan e

estimation feature has been introdu ed exploiting the standard deviation of the interaural spe tral level dieren es in the binaural signals. This feature has been shown
to be related to the statisti s of the
and to be highly

orresponding room transfer fun tion [69, 43℄

orrelated with the distan e between sour e and re eiver. In the

AMToolbox, the model is provided by the fun tion

georganti2013,

whi h is the

same implementation as that used in [30℄.

1.6 Spee h-per eption Models
Spee h per eption models in orporate the spee h information into the modeling
pro ess and thus, they usually test the spee h intelligibility under various

onditions.

Modeling monaural spee h intelligibility in noise  joergensen2011
A model for quantitative predi tion of spee h intelligibility based on the signal-tonoise envelope-power ratio, SNRenv, after modulation frequen y sele tive pro essing
has been proposed [44℄. While the SNRenv-metri

is inspired by the

on ept of the
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signal-to-noise ratio in the modulation domain [20℄, the model framework is an extension of the envelope-power-spe trum model for modulation dete tion and masking
[25℄, and is denoted as the spee h-based envelope-power-spe trum model, sEPSM.
Instead of

omparing the modulation power of

lean target spee h with a noisy-

spee h mixture su h as the modulation transfer fun tion [36℄, the sEPSM
an estimate of the modulation power of the

ompares

lean spee h within the mixture and

the modulation power of the noise alone. This means that the sEPSM is sensitive to
ee ts of nonlinear pro essing, su h as spe tral subtra tion, whi h may in rease the
noise modulation power, where the

lassi al spee h models fail. In the AMToolbox,

the model is provided by the fun tion

joergensen2011.

Modeling spatial unmasking for spee h in noise and reverberation
 jelfs2011
A model of spatial unmasking for spee h in noise and reverberation has been proposed [46℄. It has been validated it against human spee h re eption thresholds, SRTs.
The underlying stru ture of the model has been further improved [42℄ and operates
dire tly upon binaural room impulse responses, BRIRs. It has two

omponents,

better-ear listening and binaural unmasking, whi h are assumed to be additive. The
BRIRs are ltered into dierent frequen y
[62℄. The better-ear listening

hannels using an auditory lterbank

omponent assumes that the listener

from either ear at ea h frequen y a

an sele t sound

ording to whi h one has the better signal-to-

noise ratio, SNR. The better-ear SNRs are then weighted and summed a ross frequen y a

ording to Table I of the spee h-intelligibility index [1℄, see

The binaural unmasking
within ea h frequen y

omponent

siiweightings.

al ulates the binaural masking level dieren e

hannel based on equalization- an ellation theory [21, 11℄.

These values are similarly weighted and summed a ross frequen y. The summed
output is the ee tive binaural SNR, whi h

an be used to predi t dieren es in

SRT a ross dierent listening situations. Implemented in the AMToolbox in the
fun tion

jelfs2011,

the model has been validated against a number of dierent sets

of SRTs both from the literature and from [42℄. The output of the model
used to predi t the ee ts of noise and reverberation on spee h

an be

ommuni ation for

both normal-hearing listeners and users of auditory prostheses and to predi t the
benet of optimal head orientation.

1.7 Working with the AMToolbox
Assuming a working Matlab/O tave environment, the following steps are required
for getting started.

http://ltfat.sour eforge.net
http://amtoolbox.sour eforge.net
LTFAT at the Matlab/O tave prompt: ltfatstart
AMToolbox: amtstart

1. Download the LTFAT from

2. Download the AMToolbox from
3. Start the
4. Start the

Further instru tions on the setup for the AMToolbox

an be found in the le IN-

STALL in the main dire tory of the AMToolbox. The further steps depend on the
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parti ular tasks and appli ation. As a general rule, a demonstration is a good starting point, thus, a

demo_

fun tion

an be used to obtain a general impression of the

orresponding model, see for example Fig. 1.1. Then, an experiment, namely, an

exp_ fun

tion

an be used to see how the model output

ompares to the

ing publi ation, see for example Fig. 1.3. Editing the

orresponding

orrespond-

exp_

will help to understand the parti ular experiment implementation, the

fun tion

all to the

model fun tions, and the parameters used in that experiment and generally available
for the model. By modifying the
new appli ation of the model

exp_

fun tion and saving as an own experiment, a

an be easily

reated.

Note that some of the models require additional data not provided with the
AMToolbox be ause of size limitations. These data
with the

an be separately downloaded

orresponding link usually being provided by the parti ular model fun tion.

1.8 Con lusion
AMToolbox is a

ontinuously growing and developing

olle tion of auditory models,

human data, and experiments. It is free as in free beer, that is,
is free as in free spee h, in other words

liberty 9

freeware,

and it

It is available for download

10

,

and auditory resear hers are wel ome to

ontribute their models to the AMToolbox

in order to in rease the pool of easily a

essible and veried models and, thus, to

promote their models in the

ommunity.

Mu h eort has been put to the do umentation. The do umentation in the

11

software is dire tly linked with the do umentation appearing at the web page
providing a

,

onsistent do umentation of the models. Finally, a rating system is

provided that whi h

learly shows the

implementation. The ratings are

urrent stage of veri ation of ea h model

12

ontinuously updated

, and we hope that all the

implementations of the models from AMToolbox will rea h the state of

Veried

soon.
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